CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
ASTA
ASTA Model are very popular model for all pet owner .Here One side Long scratching
Post and other side build house to give Jumping platform with living room .Cat can
move as round way and authentic action. Top is fitted Nice Plat form, which is called
self with edge. It can give you more pleasure to all cats and here further sit and
observe human co-habitant from top. Its cat nature you can also build your own
customization. There have Lot of option / facility for your customization model. This is
brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted each and
others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house
and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING
POST is produced of top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber
Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and
Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. It is awesome product.
Design by: Mr. Jens finger Erickson, Denmark with European patent

NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket, Cat weight should be 1-6.5kg for this product
TIPS: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive. Your cat gets more
and more interesting to play in this tree and frequently change the color of the toys.

CONTENT





5 PILLARS 30CM length x 13cmDiameter
1 Round shelf with soft edge 50cm Diameter
1House Panorama opening 40cm Diameter
1 Base plate 50 x 50 cm

Height 100cm
Part no Beige: FL9161 /

Part no Grey: FL9160

Net Weight: 14.7 kg

Gross Weight: 16.5Kg

/

PRODUCT SIZE: 50cm X 50cm X 100cm
SIZE OF CARTON: 51 x 51 x 43 cm

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
ASTRA
ASTRA model is two story houses. Here cat live in three platforms as well as
house and it is give you house hold intact. Mostly this model people are
using for cat family. Here don’t have scratch post but you can add there
scratch post. This product easily fitted any place and independently can
stable.
Technical details: This house is made 5mm thickness cardboard and cover
with plush-fur Material , bottom –top plate in plywood 18mm thickness. We
are provided plush fur fabric to get warm and soft for your cute cat. It is
design with high technology and strong constructed.

Tips: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive. Your cat
gets more and more interesting to play in this tree and frequently change the
color of the toys.

CONTENT



2 House Panorama opening 40cm Diameter
1 bolt M 10 x 50mm

Height: 60cm
Part no Beige: FL9171

/

Part no Grey: FL9170

Net Weight: 8.6 kg

/

Gross Weight

10.5 kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 41 X 41 X 61 CM

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
TRIUS
TRIUS models very popular in Market. This Give you good look to your house hold
intact and Very Good stability with any place can adjustable. More intact to keep it
table top. You can also build your own customization. Here further cat will be get nice
warm. There have Lot of option / facility for your own model. Future can build cat
post in top of house but need to buy separate spare parts. Here three doors in this
model but cat can easily play as round authentic way.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw
or thread bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of the bigger
surface .Our house and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable
.SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber
Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover
Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome product. We
are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
TIPs: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive. Your cat gets more
and more interesting to play in this tree and frequently change the color of the toys.

CONTENT


1 House panorama 3openning door( 40 cm Diameter)

Height 30 cm
Part no Beige: FL9501 /
Net Weight: 4 kg

Part no Grey: FL9502
/ Gross Weight: 5kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 41 X 41 X 31 CM

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
AVERO
AVERO model is much familiar in European country. Here is center attached
House and top –bottom SCRATICHING POST, which is helping for climb your
cat into this tree. Top attached round self, where cat take rest and jumping.
Round self Give you more pleasure to all cats and Here further sit and observe
human co-habitant from top. You can also build your own customization. There
have Lot of option / facility for your customization model. This is brand give as
called “No limit “.
Technical details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted each
and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger
diameter and house and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong
and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality material. All the
post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall
thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic
Material. It is awesome product.
Design by: Mr. Jens finger Erickson, Denmark with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket, Cat weight should be 1-6.5kg for this product
TIPS: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive. Your cat gets more and more
interesting to play in this tree and frequently change the color of the toys. You can change place once a while to keep your
model

CONTENT





2 PILLAR 30CM length x 13cm Diameter
1 Round shelf 40cm Diameter
1 SQUARE Base plate with plush cover 50x50 cm
1 Round House Panorama opening with plush 40cm Diameter

Height: 94cm
Part no Beige: FL9121 /
Net Weight: 12 kg

Part no Grey: FL9120

/ Gross Weight: 13.5 Kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51 X 51 X 34 CM

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
RAVERO
RAVERO model three story tree. Very stable product and big base with bigger
diameter pillar. . You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option
/ facility for your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw
or thread bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post
bigger diameter and house and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong
and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality material. All the post
have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of
6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end
awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the top of post for better playing or interesting.
Please keep it toys in different color and change frequently.
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

CONTENT




3 PILLAR 40 cm lengths x 13cm diameter
2 Round shelf 50cm Diameter
1 square Base Plate with Plush cover 50x 50 cm

Height: 86cm
Part no Beige: FL9131 /
Net Weight: 9.5 kg

Part no Grey: FL9130

/ Gross Weight: 10.5 kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51 X 51 X 20 CM

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
LOGAN
LOGAN is very good stable product and Top fitted Hammock .It is suitable for all age cat or two
cat can managed. You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option / facility for
your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house and
self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top
quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall
thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome
product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT






1 PILLAR 30cm length x 13cm diameter
2 PILLAR 40cm length x 13cm Diameter
1 square Base plate with plush cover 50 x 50 cm
1 Hammock corner 40 x 40 cm
1 Cat House Panorama opening 50cm Diameter

Height: 104 cm
Part no Beige: FL9141

/

Part no Grey: FL9140

Net Weight: 13.8 kg

/

Gross Weight: 15.5 kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51cm X51cm X 35cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
ROGAN
ROGAN is very good stable product and Top fitted Hammock .It is suitable for all age cat or
two cat can managed. You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option / facility
for your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house
and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is
produced of top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm
Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material.
Last end awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT







2 PILLAR 30CM length x 13cm Diameter
1 Hammock corner sealed with plush 40 x 40cm washable
1 SQUARE Base plate with plush cover 50x50 cm
1 Round House Panorama with plush 40cm Diameter
3 Round socket head bolt M10x 50mm
1 Top holder for hammock

Height: 94cm
Part no Beige: FL9151 /
Net Weight: 12 kg

Part no Grey: FL9150

/ Gross Weight: 13.5 kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51cm X 51cm X 35cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
JAZZ
JAZZ is very good stable product also and Top fitted round self .It is suitable for all age cat. You
can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option / facility for your own model. This is
brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house and
self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top
quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall
thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome
product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent

NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT




1 PILLAR 30cm length x 13cm diameter
1 Round shelf 40cm Diameter
1 Round house Panorama 40cm Diameter

Height: 62cm
Part no Beige: FL9102

/

Part no Grey: FL9101

Net Weight: 6.4 kg

/

Gross Weight: 7.5

SIZE OF CARTON: 41cm X 41cm X 33 CM Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
TANGO
TANGO is very good stable product and Top fitted corner hammock .It is suitable for all age
cat . You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option / facility for your own
model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house
and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is
produced of top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm
Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material.
Last end awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT
1 PILLAR 30cm length x 13cm diameter
1 Hammock corner sealed with plush 40 x 40cm washable
1 Round House Panorama opening 40cm Diameter

Height: 62 cm
Part no Beige: FL 9104 /

Part no Grey: FL 9103

Net Weight: 6 kg

Gross Weight: 7.00 kg

/

SIZE OF CARTON: 41cm X 41cm X 33cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
AMRY
AMRY is very good stable product and Top fitted center Hammock .It is suitable for all age cat or
two cat can managed. You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option / facility for
your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar) each
and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house and self all
are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality
material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of
6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome product. We are
personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent

NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT




1 PILLAR 40CM length x 13cm Diameter
1 Hammock center sealed with plush 40 x 40cm washable
1 SQUARE Base plate with plush cover 50x50 cm

Height: 44cm
Part no Beige: FL9106

/

Part no Grey: FL 9105

Net Weight: 5.8 kg

/

Gross Weight: 7.00 kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51cm X 51cm X 20cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
CAMRY
CAMRY is very good stable product and Top fitted corner Hammock .It is suitable for all age cat
or two cat can managed. You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option /
facility for your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house and
self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of
top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter,
Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end
awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent

NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: Keep it one small toy on the Top of post for better playing or Interesting.
Please keep it toy’s different color and change frequently.

CONTENT




2 PILLAR 30 cm lengths x 13cm diameter
1 Hammock corner sealed with plush 40 x 40cm washable
1 Square Base Plate with plush cover 50 x 50 cm

Height: 64cm
Part no Beige: FL9108
Net Weight: 6.3 kg

/
/

Part no Grey: FL9107
Gross Weight: 7.2

SIZE OF CARTON: 51cm X 51cm X 20cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
FRIUS
`

FRIUS models very popular in Market. This Give you good look to your house hold intact and
Very Good stability with any place can adjustable. More intact to keep it table top. You can also
build your own customization. Here further cat will be get nice warm. There have Lot of option /
facility for your own model. Future can build cat post in top of house but need to buy separate
spare parts.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread
bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of the bigger surface .Our house and self
all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top
quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall
thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end
awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Design by Danish with European patent

CONTENT


1 House Panorama opening 40 cm Diameter

Height: 30cm
Part no Beige: FL8511

/

Net weight: 4.8kg

Gross Weight: 5.2 Kg

/

Part no Grey: FL8510

SIZE OF CARTON: 41cm X 41cm X 31cm Height

OPTRA

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
OPTRA Model is can managed for all age cat tree, you can fix with any place of your house.
Design is very strong. This model gives you good look to your house hold intact and Very Good
stability with any place can adjustable. Here top and bottom scratching Post and middle space fitted
house to give Jumping platform with living room .Cat can Move as round way and authentic action.
Top is fitted Nice Plat form ,which is called Self with edge .self with edge Give you more pleasure
to all cats and Here further sit and observe human co-habitant from top . You can also build your
own customization. There have Lot of option / facility for your own model. This is brand give as
called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or thread bar)
each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger diameter and house and
self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of
top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter,
Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end
awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish Design with European patent

TIPS: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive.

.

Your cat get more and more interesting to play in this tree and frequently change the
Color of the toys
CONTENT:






4 PILLAR 40CM Length x 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 30 CM Length x 13cm Diameter
1 BASE PLATE with plush 50 x 50 cm
2 Hammock center assemblies 40 x40 cm
2 House panorama 50 diameters

Height: 144cm
Part no Beige: FL9917

/

Part no Grey: FL9916

Net Weight: 24.7 kg

/

Gross Weight: 27.5Kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 51cm X 51cm X 66cm height

MAESTRO

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
Maestro models very popular in Market. This Give you good look to your house
hold intact and Very Good stability with any place can adjustable. Here both side
long scratching Post and middle space fitted house to give Jumping platform
with living room .Cat can Move as round way and authentic action. Top is fitted
Nice Plat form ,which is called Self with edge .self with edge Give you more
pleasure to all cats and Here further sit and observe human co-habitant from
top . You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of option /
facility for your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with
(screw or thread bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of the
entire post bigger diameter and house and self all are plywood .so... you will get
better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality
material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm
Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by Virgin
Plastic Material. Last end awesome product. We are personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

TIPS: You must hang up a small Toys mouse for better attractive. Your cat get more and more interesting to play in this
tree and frequently change the color of the toys. You can change place once a while to keep your model
CONTENT:












2 Pillar 60cm length X 13cm Diameter
1 Pillar 40cm length X 13cm Diameter
1 Pillar 30cm Length X 13cm Diameter
1 Pillar 15cm Length X 13cm Diameter
1 Self 30cm x 30cm
1 House Panorama 40cm Diameter x 30cm High
1 Round self with edge 40cm Diameter X 9cm High
2 Base plate 40cm X 80cm
3 Top Holder with bolt
3 Socket type Screw M10 x 50mm
2 Thread bar M10 x 75mm

Product dimension: 40cm x 80cm x 114 heights

.

Part no Beige:

FL9182

/

Part no Grey: FL9181

Net Weight:
Size of carton:

22 kg
/
Gross Weight: 23.6Kg
82cm X 41cm X 36 cm high

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
TAETOO
TAETOO is also very popular model and four story platform. This Give you good look to
your house hold intact. Here both side long scratching Post and middle platform house
.Self with edge in the top platform. Cat can easily Jumping platform with living room .Cat
can Move as round way and authentic action. Top is fitted Nice Plat form ,which is called
Self with edge .self with edge Give you more pleasure to all cats and Here further sit
and observe human co-habitant from top . You can also build your own customization.
There have Lot of option / facility for your own model. This is brand give as called “No
limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with (screw or
thread bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of the entire post bigger
diameter and house and self all are plywood .so... you will get better strong and stable
.SCRATICHING POST is produced of top quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber
Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars 13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover
Patented and Produced by Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome product. We are
personally suggested to keep this product.
Danish design with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all assembling.

CONTENT:











2 PILLAR 40cm length X 13cm Diameter
3 PILLAR 30cm Length X 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 15cm Length X 13cm Diameter
1 SELF 30cm x 30cm
1 House Panorama 40cm Diameter x 30cm High
1 Round self with edge 40cm diameter x 9cm high
1 Base plate 40cm X 40cm
1 Top Holder with bolt
7 Socket type Screw M10 x 50mm
1 Thread bar M10 x 75mm

Product dimension: 40cm x 40cm x 136cm heights
Part no Beige: FL9194

/

Part no Grey: FL9193

Net Weight: 14.9 kg

/

Gross Weight: 16.5Kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 41cm X 41cm X 55 cm high

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
MAESTRO NANO
MAESTRO NANO is Give you good look to your house hold and Very Good
stability with any place can adjustable. Here one side long scratching Post and
another side attached house to give Jumping platform with living room .Cat
can Move as round way and authentic action. Top is fitted Nice Plat form
,which is called Self with edge .self with edge Give you more pleasure to all
cats and Here further sit and observe human co-habitant from top . It is very
big platform. You can also build your own customization. There have Lot of
option / facility for your own model. This is brand give as called “No limit “.
Technical Details: Each plate has 5 holes and all the post mutually fitted with
(screw or thread bar) each and others. It is better stable product because of
the entire post bigger diameter and house and self all are plywood .so... you
will get better strong and stable .SCRATICHING POST is produced of top
quality material. All the post have Sisal fiber Mats with rubber Backing, Pillars
13cm Diameter, Wall thickness of 6mm. End cover Patented and Produced by
Virgin Plastic Material. Last end awesome product. We are personally
suggested to keep this product.
Danish with European patent
NOTE: For safety measure, attached wall bracket and always better tight all
assembling.

CONTENT:












1 PILLAR 60cm length X 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 40cm length X 13cm Diameter
1 PILLAR 30cm Length X 13cm Diameter
2 PILLAR 15cm Length X 13cm Diameter
1 Round house panorama 40cm Diameter x 30cm High
1 SELF 30cm x 30cm
1 Round Self with edge 40cm diameter x 9cm High
2 BASE PLATE 40cm X 80cm
2 Top Holder with bolt
4 Socket type Screw M10 x 50mm
2 Thread bar M10 x 75mm

Product dimension: 40cm x 80cm x 112 heights
Part no Beige: FL9192

/

Part no Grey: FL9191

Net Weight: 20.8 kg

/

Gross Weight: 22.5Kg

SIZE OF CARTON: 82cm X 41cm X 35cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
WALL BRAKET
WALL BRACKET is one of the spare parts. You can use as multiple purposes. It
is very use full product for all house hold intact. It is made with 1.2 thickness
sheet metal .Here proper engineering involve for design, which will be carry more
weight and holding.

USES:





Wall bracket for cat tree
Safety measure add extra for Cat-2000 product
Use as self
Use as wall stand

TECHNICAL DETAILS: Mild steel with powder coating

CONTENT:




1 STEEL BRAKET
4 SCREW
4 Screw cap PLASTIC

PRODUCT SIZE: 33.5cm length x14cm width x 19.5cm
Product part no: SP8910
Net weight: 1.320 KG

/

Gross weight: 2 KG

Carton box size: 35cm X 20cm X 15cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
SCRTCH POST-80
Cat -2000 Brand carrying you lot of new product for our pet’s lover,
which is helping to make his own customization model. This scratch
post can make lot of different way to published and creating model for
cute kitten and cat happiness.
Example : It can fitted in table top ,can fitted for your dining table leg,
Can fitted in wall ,can rolling in floor .So many idea to make pleasure
your cute cat. Another good thing’s - many pillars’ can join together
and decorative your house hold intact.
Technical Details: It is made 100% sisal mat’s, which will give you
more and more durability.
Product Diameter: 13cm x 80cm length & Cover with sisal mat.

CONTENT:
1 PILLAR 80cm
1 Bolt M10 x 3.5cm
PRODUCT SIZE: 15cm length x15cm width x 80cm Height
Product part no: SP1017
Net weight: 2.2 KG

/

AMAZON PART NO/

Gross weight: 2.5KG

Carton box size: 15cm X 15cm X 82cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
SCRTCH POST-60
Cat -2000 Brand carrying you lot of new product for our pet’s lover,
which is helping to make his own customization model. This
scratch post can make lot of different way to published and
creating model for cute kitten and cat happiness.
Example : It can fitted in table top ,can fitted for your dining table
leg, Can fitted in wall ,can rolling in floor .So many idea to make
pleasure your cute cat. Another good thing’s - many pillars’ can join
together and decorative your house hold intact.
Technical Details: It is made 100% sisal mat’s, which will give you
more and more durability.
Product size: 13cm Diameter x 60cm length & Cover with sisal
mat
CONTENT:
 1 PILLAR 60cm
 1 Bolt M10 x 3.5cm
PRODUCT SIZE: 15cm length x15cm width x 60cm Height
Product part no: SP1016

/

AMAZON PART NO-

Net weight: 2.2 KG

/ Gross weight: 2.5KG

Carton box size: 15cm X 15cm X 62cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

CAT-2000 FLOOR MODELS
SCRTCH POST-40

Cat -2000 Brand carrying you lot of new product for our pet’s lover,
which is helping to make his own customization model. This scratch
post can make lot of different way to published and creating model for
cute kitten and cat happiness.
Example : It can fitted in table top ,can fitted for your dining table leg,
Can fitted in wall ,can rolling in floor .So many idea to make pleasure
your cute cat. Another good thing’s - many pillars’ can join together
and decorative your house hold intact.
Technical Details: It is made 100% sisal mat’s, which will give you
more and more durability.
Product size: 13cm Diameter x 40cm length & Cover with sisal mat.

CONTENT:
 1 Bolt M10 x 3.5cm
 1 Pillar 40cm

PRODUCT SIZE: 15cm length x15cm width x 40cm Height
Product part no: SP1014
Net weight: 1.1 KG

/

Gross weight: 1.25KG

Carton box size: 15cm X 15cm X 42cm Height

MANUFACTURE BY: BJ CAT FURNITURE (INDIA) PVT LTD.
WWW.CAT-2000 COM

